A self-organizing algorithm for vector quantizer design applied to signal processing.
Vector quantization plays an important role in many signal processing problems, such as speech/speaker recognition and signal compression. This paper presents an unsupervised algorithm for vector quantizer design. Although the proposed method is inspired in Kohonen learning, it does not incorporate the classical definition of topological neighborhood as an array of nodes. Simulations are carried out to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm, named SOA (self-organizing algorithm), to that of the traditional LBG (Linde-Buzo-Gray) algorithm. The authors present an evaluation concerning the codebook design for Gauss-Markov and Gaussian sources, since the theoretic optimal performance bounds for these sources, as described by Shannon's Rate-Distortion Theory, are known. In speech and image compression, SOA codebooks lead to reconstructed (vector-quantized) signals with better quality as compared to the ones obtained by using LBG codebooks. Additionally, the influence of the initial codebook in the algorithm performance is investigated and the algorithm ability to learn representative patterns is evaluated. In a speaker identification system, it is shown that the the codebooks designed by SOA lead to higher identification rates when compared to the ones designed by LBG.